
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 16

Cor. LetX be a moneyty perfectPolichspace, e.g. (R.
There is no Baire mens (as a subsetofXi) well-order
ofX. Is is a subset of X?)

Remark. For top, spaces X, Y, there is a natural dopology on XxY,
called the producttopology, where he open at are

generated by sets ofthe Dorn UxV frU =X al

v= Yopen. In case X, Y are metric spaces with metrics

dx ad disrespectively, XxY is a metric space with,
for example, the dimetric, i.e.

dxxx((x,y),(x,y))): =max(d(x,x),dy(x,y)3.
HW In this case, the sets UxU, U =X o V=Y open,

form a basis for Xx4. In particular, this holds for

XxX ==X?

Proofof Corollary. Suppose towards a contradiction atI well-ord



3 on X. Recall WtIEXis called initial if it's closed

downward under, i.e. if atI then all bat are also in

I(in other words, <a I). X itself is an initial set,
X X and other initial sets Iare ofthe forms"

L

a -
ca

=4b=X:bca for some at X linded, take a to be the

>
-least element of XLI). Note tut
<<c=> ach, so the set of
t

initial sets is also well-ordered under G.

Claim. If an initial set IIX is nommeagre, then its restric-

tion II =
=MI is also noumeagre.

Pf. By Kurabowskiellan, I is moumeagre (each fiber of
It is equal to I, which is couneage

1. ButI=k11)
V(>1I)VF11), where AI: =((x,x):x=13.

***, HW Xis perfect => Ax is nowhere dense.

>
The map (x,y) + (y, x) is a houromorphism
of from x" to X, which maps <1I
outo <II, so both are meagre/nonnegre
at the same lime, so they must both be

noumeagre becoe X is Baire. Claim



X itself is an initial set al is commeagre (beaseX is Baire)

so we may
take the least nommeagre initial setI,

using thata is a well-order. Since each liber IP of I
is still an initial net which is strictly contained in In
it must be

meagre. By Kurafowsli-Klam, IIis meagre,

! > contradicting
the claim.

X

Generic ergodicity and Bone graphs.

letX be a Polish space. We consider equivalence relations
on X. They arise maturallyfrom many sources, in parti-
cular, from graphs and from action oftransformations or

groups oftransformations.

Def. We may
bea transformation 5. X -X is Bonel

lesp. Baire meas.) If theT-preimage of every open set is
Bonel (resp. Baire meas). Thegraph ofT is

graph (t): =((x,Tx):x=x) =X2



xx

graph (i)
We usually depict this as

Modern combinatorial dynamics depicts graph (t) as:

i

·y

We demote this graph by GT and we call the Gr-won-
readed component the orbits ofT. Theequivalence relation
ofbeing in the same connected component/orbitis called

the orbit equivalence relation oft and denoted by Er

Obs. x,yGX, XEpy <> In,meN sit. TY=TMy.

Examples, (a) LetX =
=S" ==unit circle in IR?

H
si
TaxFix an angle & at letTa:X -> X be rotation

. a)
N

x by 4. This is a homeomorphism. We call to
a rational rotation ifitis rational,otherwise



we call it an irrational rotation. For a rational rotation,
orbit, are finite and have the same size (maybe g, where
2x =y irreducible),and each connected component is
a cycle. For an irrational rotation, each orbit is infinite

and, in fact, dense. HW Each compacted component in
this case is a K-line
⑧

the rotation to is the same (is isomorphic to) themap
x +3 x +42i/od1), where "modl" is defined by taking
co,D -> Co,N the fractional part, i.e.

x+42i(modl):= the fractional
part of x+425.

In other words, we identify (0,17 withS' via

the map x t3 ectix.

(b) The baker map by:Co, *Co,=
k=2 xik.x(modl)
1x oo this is a Boel

map bene the preimages
I ofwintervals are finite unions ofnot necessarily
o open) intervals.



Each connected component is a complete binary free rooted

at 0: (n=2)

·x*eS ..../
(left)

This transformation by is isomorphic to Bakshift transfor-
nation in:Ki -> KIN. The isomorphism (0,1)-> le

Annett (XutneIN
is given by mapping x =(P,1) to its k-base representation

For an ey.net. E on X, a set Y =X is called E-
invariant if it's a union of E-classes, equivalently,
xY =(xJE = Y, where (XIEdemotes the clay at X.

Prop. Let X,
Ybe metric (top.) spaces

at suppose Y is 24ctbl. Then

every Baire meas. function 7:X-Y (e.g. Bonel functions) is

continuous when restricted to a comeagre set, i.e. Icomenge XIX
sit. f(x):X-Y is continuous.

Proof. Fix a ctbl basis 2 for Y and note that a function to Y



is continuous if the preimages ofbasic open sets are open.

For every VCU, we brow 18 f"(V) is Baine mess. So

Iopen set Ur =
* f"SU). Letting x

==X 1 V (Uraf"(r)),
veoe

we see HAX is comeagre and meag

f(x) =UvDX for each VEU, so fixis unhinuous.

X

⑧Y
Def. An equirrel. I on X is called generically ergodic
if every Einvariant Bare measurable set is meagre
or comeage. We say a transformation 7:X-X is

generically ergodic if so is Er.


